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Abstract. Emergency response operations in electric distribution systems involve a host 

of decision-making problems at the reliability, performance monitoring and evaluation, and 

contingency planning levels. Those operations include fault diagnosis, fault location, fault 

isolation, restoration, and repair. As the first of a two-part survey, this paper reviews 

optimization models and solution methodologies for reliability planning problems with fault 

considerations related to electric distribution operations. Contingency planning problems 

of emergency distribution response are discussed in the second part. The present paper 

surveys research on determining a distribution substation single-fault capacity, 

reallocating excess load, configuring distribution systems, partitioning a geographical area 

into service territories or districts, and locating material stores and depots. 
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Introduction  

Planning the operations of emergency distribution response involves a host of decision problems that 

can be modeled and solved using operations research methodologies. The importance of these 

problems is obvious from the impact of fault situations on customers and electric utilities. Fault 

situations may cause “in extremis” states where service is interrupted in distribution systems, thus 

reducing the quality of service and causing financial losses for electric utilities. These losses are 

difficult to quantify monetarily but can be significant in specific situations. For example, the 

snowstorms of January 2008 in the central-eastern-southern parts of China that brought down 

electricity lines and poles in several provinces affected nearly two thirds of China’s total land and 

incurred an estimated $10-billion direct economic loss (Zhiping, 2008).  

As highlighted by Ćurčić et al. (1996), electric power generation and transmission system planning 

has long been an ideal field for the development and applications of operations research due to the 

complexity and challenges of the problems associated with those systems, the high investment, 

operating and outage costs of almost any generation or transmission plant, as well as the huge number 

of customers that can be affected by possible outages in these systems. However, the literature related 

to emergency distribution response has experienced a slow growth. This situation is somewhat 

surprising given that distribution systems account for up to 90% of all customer reliability problems 

largely due to the radial nature of most distribution systems, the large number of elements involved, 

the sparsity of protection devices and the proximity of the distribution system to end-use customers.  

In fact, the slow progress of operations research in emergency distribution response highlights the 

considerable difficulty of these problems. Problems faced by utility distribution planners are complex 

and site specific because of the difference in characteristics such as topological features of the 

network, operational capabilities and applied operational devices. Also, utility distribution planners 

have a multi-criteria environment in which they have to address problems in terms of conflicting 

criteria. For example, the fundamental tradeoff in restoring the electric power in a locality is between 

minimizing the length of the restoration period and maximizing the number of customers with a 

restored supply.  

A previous survey by Khator and Leung (1997) suggests that most early contributions in power 

distribution planning were dealing with simplified models either failing to address the issue of 

equipment failure or accounting for it by merely factoring in a safety equipment capacity. In the last 

two decades however, a growing body of operations research applications to emergency distribution 

response has appeared in the literature. The large number of components involved in distribution 

systems, the complexity of distribution networks, and the ever increasing capability of utilities for 
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operating these networks all motivate the use of optimization techniques at various levels in the 

electric distribution utility.  

Emergency response logistics in electric distribution systems presents a variety of decision-making 

problems that can be grouped into a number of categories according to the planning horizon which is 

concerned (Zografos et al., 1998). The reliability planning level involves strategic planning decisions 

related to the design of more reliable and robust distribution networks in which fault cases are taken 

into account. The planning horizon for reliability issues is usually around five years (Zografos et al., 

1998). Decisions related to distribution substation capacity planning, distribution system configuration 

and the establishment of service centers and service territories or districts may be viewed as strategic. 

The performance monitoring and evaluation planning level is related to short term planning decisions, 

and generally involves the periodical adjustment of emergency response logistics resources and the 

performance monitoring of the emergency actions based on statistical information on the demand, 

supply and performance of the emergency response mechanism. Finally, decisions related to real-time 

management of the emergency response logistics resources belong to the contingency planning level. 

For example, the assignment of service calls to emergency response units and the routing of 

emergency response units could be termed real-time.  

This paper is the first of a two-part survey of optimization models and solution algorithms for 

reliability and contingency planning problems related to emergency response in electric distribution 

systems. The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive survey of optimization models and 

solution methodologies for reliability planning problems related to emergency distribution operations. 

These problems include determining a distribution substation single-fault capacity, reallocating excess 

load, configuring distribution systems, partitioning a geographical area into service territories or 

districts, and locating material stores and depots. The second part addresses fault diagnosis, fault 

location, fault isolation, emergency service restoration, repair vehicle routing, repair crew scheduling 

and crew assignment models for emergency response in electric distribution systems (Perrier et al., 

2010). Very little work has been accomplished concerning the design of reliable distribution networks 

in the context of distribution emergency response, while contingency planning problems have received 

a lot of attention in the literature. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the operating states of electric distribution 

systems and the reliability planning problems with fault considerations related to electric distribution 

operations. Models for the determination of a distribution substation single-fault capacity and the 

reallocation of excess load are described in Section 2. Models that address the configuration of reliable 

distribution networks with fault considerations are reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 focuses on 
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partitioning a geographical area into service territories or districts for emergency distribution 

operations. Models dealing with the location of resource and material depots for emergency 

distribution response are presented in Section 5. Conclusions and future research paths in distribution 

emergency response planning are presented in the last section. 

 

1. Electric distribution systems 

Electricity is produced and delivered to consumers through generation, transmission and distribution 

systems. Generation systems consist of generating plants that produce electrical energy from another 

form of energy such as fossil fuels, nuclear fuels or hydropower, and generation substations that 

connect generation plants to transmission lines. Transmission systems transport electricity over long 

distances from generation substations to substations that serve subtransmission or distribution systems. 

As power is moved and distributed from a few large generation plants to a widely dispersed consumer 

base, it is gradually moved down to lower voltage levels, where it is split into ever smaller parts, with 

each part routed onto a different path on lower capacity equipment. Usually, this splitting of the power 

flow being done simultaneously with a reduction in voltage happens from three to five times during 

the course of power flow from generation to consumer. 

Distribution systems deliver power from bulk power systems to retail customers. To do this, 

distribution substations receive power from the transmission grid and step down voltages with power 

transformers. These transformers supply primary distribution systems made up of many distribution 

feeders, typically overhead distribution lines mounted on poles or underground buried or ducted cable 

sets that deliver power from distribution substations to distribution transformers. Passing through 

these transformers, power is lowered in voltage once again, to the final utilization voltage and routed 

to the secondary system within very close proximity to the consumer or directly to the consumers. 

Usually, each transformer serves a small radial network of secondary and service lines of utilization 

voltage. These lead directly to the meters of consumers in the immediate vicinity.   

A distribution substation generally occupies an area of one acre or more on which the necessary 

substation equipment is located. Since feeder routes must pass near every customer, each substation 

uses multiple feeders to cover an assigned service territory. Normally, between two and 12 feeders 

emanate from any one substation (Willis et al., 2001). Feeders of a substation that are not connected to 

other feeders are called independent feeders. These feeders supply power to isolated load demands. 

Feeders that are linked to the feeders of adjacent substations are called connected feeders. In 

emergency situations, connected feeders allow a substation’s load to be transferred to adjacent 

substations. A simplified drawing of an overall electric power system and its generation, transmission 
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and distribution subsystems is shown in Figure 1. Here, the distribution substation supplies four 

independent feeders to cover its service territory. 

 

 
Figure 1. A power system and its subsystems  

 

Distribution systems can be designed as radial, loop, or network systems, depending on how the 

distribution feeders are arranged and interconnected about a substation. The radial system is 

characterized by having only one path between each consumer and a substation. An alternative to 

radial feeder design is a loop system consisting of a distribution design with two paths between the 

substations and every consumer. Such systems are often called “European” because this pattern is the 

preferred design of many European utilities (Willis et al., 2001). Network systems have multiple 

electrical paths from the substation to the consumer. Radial design is the most widely used method of 

distributing electric power, accounting for over 99% of all distribution construction in North America 

(Willis et al., 2001). In fact, radial systems are much less costly than loop or network systems and are 

much simpler in planning, design and operation. However, radial systems are less reliable than the 

other two alternatives because the electrical power flows exclusively away from the substation and out 

to the consumer along a single path. Thus, if any element along this path fails, a complete loss of 

power to the consumer results. Distribution systems are generally described through a graph, whose 

links represent feeders and whose nodes correspond to the substation locations, transformer 

installations and load demand points. Most radial feeder systems are built as networks, but operate 

radially by opening switches at certain points throughout the physical network, so that the resulting 

configuration is electrically radial and thus defines a spanning tree.   

The following section contains a brief description of distribution operating states of electric 

distribution systems. Reliability planning problems related to emergency response in electric 

distribution systems, that have been addressed with operations research methodologies, are then 
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discussed. A more detailed review on distribution systems, their function, components, characteristics, 

and operations is presented in the books by Brown (2002) and Willis et al. (2001).  

 

1.1. Distribution operating states   

Distribution systems must be continually monitored, adjusted, expanded, maintained and repaired. 

These activities are collectively referred to as distribution operations. As highlighted by Gutiérrez et 

al. (1987), distribution system operations can be grouped into five operating states depending on 

whether equipment outages and customer interruptions occur or not: normal, alert, emergency, in 

extremis, and restorative states. The system is referred to as the normal operating state when all 

customers are adequately supplied within acceptable voltage tolerances, all components are operating 

properly, the system is configured in its usual manner, and equipment loading levels are within design 

limits.  

The system is in the alert operating state when the system’s security level is reduced, but the system is 

still operated within allowable limits (Lindenmeyer, 2000). Ćurčić et al. (1996) recognize the alert 

state as a pre-outage state where the operating limits are in jeopardy. For example, a pre-outage state 

occurs when a piece of equipment tends to become overloaded and protection devices could take it out 

of service. Such a situation initiates the preventive actions required to return the system to the normal 

state. 

A wide range of causes including equipment failure, animals, trees, severe weather and human error 

disrupt normal operating conditions and can lead to outages and interruptions. In the emergency 

operating state, also called the outage state (Ćurčić et al., 1996), the operating limits are violated due 

to a short circuit, called fault. For example, a feeder line down, transformer out of service, or a breaker 

that opens when it shouldn’t. A fault occurring on an overhead feeder component is called a feeder 

fault and a short circuit occurring on a substation component, a substation fault. The piece of 

equipment out of service cannot be returned to operation before the cause of its outage is cleared. If 

this can be done quickly, the system can be taken back to the normal state. If not, the system first 

enters in an in extremis operating state where the operating limits are violated and service is 

interrupted for one or more customers. Then, a restoration brings the system into the restorative 

operating state providing the best possible service with the remaining pieces of equipment. When the 

system is in the restorative state, part of the system equipment is disconnected in order to isolate the 

faulted section, causing customer service interruptions. Clearing the cause of outage enables the 

system to be returned to the normal state. Figure 2 illustrates the possible transitions among the 

previously defined operating states. This popular state approach is also explained by Morelato and 
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Monticelli (1989) who define the pre-outage, outage and in extremis states as a single operating state, 

called emergency state.   

 
Figure 2. Operating states of a distribution system 

 

1.2. Reliability planning problems with fault considerations 

This section describes reliability planning problems of emergency distribution response that have been 

addressed by operations research techniques. Reliability planning problems include determining 

distribution substation single-fault capacity, reallocating excess load, configuring distribution systems, 

partitioning a geographical area into service territories or districts, and locating material stores and 

depots.  

Reliability planning with fault considerations is usually addressed by determining the maximum load a 

substation can handle and by reallocating excess load demand to substations so that certain loads can 

be restored after a fault occurs. Reliability planning with fault considerations can also be addressed by 

locating, routing, and sizing potential new substations, transformers, and feeders, by partitioning a 

geographical area into emergency repair districts, and by locating resource depots.  

The planning of electric distribution reliability with fault considerations involves decisions related to 

the configuration of more reliable and robust distribution networks so as to maintain power supply in 

fault situations (see Section 3). At the most basic level, reliability strategies dealing with faults address 

the determination of distribution substation single-fault capacity and the reallocation of excess load 

demand to substations. In many large electric utilities, a substation’s capacity is determined based on 

the maximum load it can handle during emergencies. One emergency policy widely used among large 

electric utilities, called the single-fault policy, allows a single transformer fault among the substations 

of a service area at any given time. More involved reliability strategies, in which fault cases are 

considered, concern the reconfiguration of the system by addition of new feeders, substation 

transformers, or substations. As highlighted by Brown (2002), since the majority of customer 

interruptions is due to single faults in radial systems, reliability planning does not typically consider 

the simultaneous failure of multiple components.  
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Reliability plans with fault considerations can also help to partition a geographical area into 

emergency repair districts. Given the large dispersed geographic extent of most emergency 

distribution operations, a utility generally partitions its service area into subareas, called districts. All 

districts are treated simultaneously by separate crews to facilitate the organization of the emergency 

repair operations and thus reduce the duration of electric power interruptions. The district design 

problem consists of partitioning a large service area into non-overlapping small districts according to 

several criteria such as contiguity, size and workload. The contiguity criterion requires that districts do 

not include distinct parts separated by other districts. Also, to balance the level of service offered to 

the customers across districts, they are often approximately the same size and are balanced in 

workload, i.e. districts are assigned equivalent emergency repair resources.  

Finally, reliability plans with fault considerations can help to locate resource depots. A resource depot 

is a place where resources for restoring the electric power in a locality are stored. These resources 

include repair crews, vehicles, poles and transformers. The depots may be different, i.e. the types of 

the resources and the amount of each type of resources in each depot may be different. The resource 

depot location problem consists of simultaneously selecting the proper sites to allocate different 

depots with resource capacities, and determining the amounts of the resources shipped from the depots 

to various geographically scattered locations or customers in order to satisfy the demands of the 

customers, while minimizing the total transportation cost for the power restoration. Depot location 

problems in the context of distribution emergency response are generally formulated as network 

location problems, in which facilities can be located only on the nodes or links of the network. 

 

2. Distribution substation single-fault capacity and load reallocation models 

Under the single-fault policy, the load of the service area must be satisfied if failure occurs to either 

the largest transformer at the substation being evaluated or one of its adjacent substation’s largest 

transformer (not necessarily the largest transformer of all the adjacent substations). Leung et al.  

(1995) proposed a linear programming formulation for the problem of determining a substation’s 

single-fault capacity. Let S be the set of the substations within the service area (including substation k, 

the substation being evaluated). The sum of the capacities of a substation’s transformers is referred to 

as the normal substation capacity, i.e., the load a substation can handle under normal conditions. 

When a transformer fails at a substation, load of the failed transformer can be temporarily transferred 

to the remaining in-service transformers operating at an above 100% emergency rate for a short period 

of time until the transformer is repaired or a mobile transformer is in place. The sum of the capacities 

of the substation’s in-service transformers operating under emergency rates is called the emergency 
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substation capacity. For every substation i ∈ S, let UDi be a nonnegative real variable representing the 

unsatisfied demand of substation i, and define NCi, ECi, LDi and FCi as the normal capacity of 

substation i, the emergency capacity of substation i, the load demand at substation i and the feeder 

transfer capacity of substation i, respectively. The transfer capacity of a substation, given its load 

demand satisfied, is the excess feeder capacity of the substation. The transfer capacity of a substation 

limits the amount of load that can be permanently reallocated to the substation as well as the amount 

of power that can be temporarily transferred from this substation to its adjacent substations. Let Si ⊂ S 

be the set of the adjacent substations to substation i, i ∈ S. For every substation i ∈ S and for every 

adjacent substation j ∈ Si, let Pij be a nonnegative real variable representing the amount of power 

transferred from substation j to substation i via connected feeders when substation i is under 

emergency, and let AFCij represent the aggregate capacity of the feeders connecting substation j to 

substation i. Define also M as the total power transfer limit. We present here the equivalent nonlinear 

version of the Leung et al. (1995) formulation for the substation single-fault capacity problem (we 

eliminate the new variable and the additional linear constraints introduced by Leung et al. (1995) in 

the equivalent linear program).  
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The objective function (2.1) maximizes the load that substation k can handle under the single-fault 

policy. When the largest transformer of substation k fails, the single-fault capacity of substation k 

corresponds to the first term which is the sum of its emergency load capacity and the power it receives 

via feeder from adjacent substations. The emergency load capacity of the substation is the load the 

substation can handle with its remaining in-service transformers operating above 100% of their rated 

capacity. The parameter αki is a discounting factor to take into account voltage drop in feeders. 

Voltage drops in distribution systems are permitted to reduce system demand. When the largest 

transformer of an adjacent substation to substation k fails, the single-fault capacity of substation k 

corresponds to the second term which is the remaining capacity of the substation, after supplying 

power to the adjacent substation. The minimum of the two capacities is the maximum load the 

substation can handle under the single-fault policy. The parameter δ is a very small value to give a 

penalty for having unsatisfied demand. Constraints (2.2) and (2.3) guarantee that the load demand of 

the service area is satisfied if a transformer fault occurs. Constraints (2.2) state that, for each adjacent 

substation to k, the total power received from its adjacent substations plus its emergency load capacity 

must be greater than its load demand minus its unsatisfied demand. Constraint (2.3) state that that the 

single-fault capacity of substation k must be greater than its load demand minus its unsatisfied 

demand. Constraints (2.4)–(2.6) assure that the power transfer limits imposed by distribution 

capacities, substation normal capacities, and forecasted load demands are respected. The distribution 

capacity of a substation is the sum of the capacities of the feeders supplied by the substation. 

Constraints (2.4) require that the power transferred from one substation to another adjacent substation 

during emergency depends on the transfer capacity of the supply substation. Constraints (2.5) assure 

that the power supplied from a substation to another adjacent substation is less than the aggregate 

capacity of the feeders connecting the two substations. Constraints (2.4) and (2.5) assume that the load 

for a substation can be redistributed among its transformers during emergency. However, if load 

redistribution within a substation is not possible, then these constraints must be replaced by the 

following constraints.  

  
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

−≤
ij

ij
ijijij

FL
FLAFCP

α
,min  (i ∈ S, j ∈ Si) (2.10) 

 

For every substation i ∈ S and for every adjacent substation j ∈ Si, let FLij be the load on the feeders 

connecting i to j. Constraints (2.10) assure that the power transfer limits imposed by either the 

connecting feeder’s transfer capacity or the load on its neighboring station’s feeders are respected. 

Constraints (2.6) ensure that the power transferred from an adjacent substation of substation k to one 
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of its adjacent substations (other than k) during emergency condition is less than its normal capacity 

minus its load. The limit on the total power transferred to any substation under emergency from all its 

adjacent substations is respected via constraint set (2.7). Model (2.1)-(2.9) is repeated for each 

substation in the service area.  

In the same paper, Leung et al. (1995) addressed the reallocation of excess load demand to substations 

so that certain loads can be restored after a fault occurs. When a transformer fails at a substation, the 

adjacent substations can temporarily meet part of the failed substation’s demand load by transferring 

power to it via connected feeders. However, when a substation’s forecasted load demand exceeds the 

maximum load of the substation, utility planners can permanently reallocate the excess load to 

adjacent substations without necessitating new capital investments such as building feeders, 

purchasing transformers, or constructing new substations. We now described a linear programming 

formulation proposed by Leung et al. (1995) for the reallocation of excess load within a network of 

substations. For every substation i ∈ S and for every adjacent substation j ∈ Si, let Rij be a nonnegative 

real variable representing the amount of load reallocated from substation j to adjacent substation i, and 

let Vij represent the maximum load that can be reallocated with respect to the voltage ratings of the 

feeders from substation j toward substation i. 
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The objective function (2.11) minimizes the total load reallocated to adjacent substations. Constraints 

(2.12) and (2.13) ensure that load demand requirements are met after load reallocation under the 

single-fault emergency situation when a substation or an adjacent substation is under emergency, 

respectively. Constraints (2.14)-(2.16) ensure that feeder capacity limits are respected. Constraints 

(2.14) require that the total load allocated to every substation does not exceed its total feeder capacity. 

Constraints (2.15) and (2.16) are identical to their respective counterparts (2.5) and (2.7) of the model 

(2.1)-(2.9). Voltage rating limits of the feeders connecting all pairs of adjacent substations are 

respected via constraints (2.17). Leung et al. used the MPS mathematical programming package to 

solve the two models (2.1)-(2.9) and (2.11)-(2.18) with a set of data from the substation network of the 

Fort Myers District of Florida containing 12 substations connected via feeders. The authors concluded 

that there exists considerable synergistic behavior in an electric distribution system. For example, 

adding capacity to the substation under emergency might not be the most economical reliability 

strategy, while adding capacity to a substation can provide relief to its multiple adjacent substations.    

 

3. System configuration models with fault considerations 

More involved reliability strategies, in which fault cases are considered, concern the reconfiguration of 

the system by addition of new feeders, substation transformers, or substations.  

 

3.1. Feeder configuration models 

Feeder configuration is a multi-year distribution planning process which prescribes the least cost 

feeder configuration for a network of substations over the planning horizon. The following linear MIP 

model, proposed by Sarada et al. (1995), provides an expansion plan which determines the period-to-

period installation times and locations of new feeders. The model also concurrently determines load 

reallocations and power transfer decisions and ensures that all loads in the network be met under the 

single-fault policy. The objective is to minimize the cost of new feeders, while satisfying load demand 

requirements, voltage ratings, and equipment loading limits. For every substation j ∈ S, define VRj, 

NFj and NTRj as the increase in feeder capacity of substation j obtained by adding a feeder, the number 

of existing feeders at substation j, and the number of transformers available at substation j, 

respectively. For every substation j ∈ S and for every adjacent substation k ∈ Sj, let djk be the distance 

from substation k to the junction of feeders from substation. Let T be the set of time periods, expressed 

in years. For every substation j ∈ S and for every time period t ∈ T, define LDjt as the forecast load 

demand of substation j for time period t and Tjm as the percentage change, due to load growth, in the 

load at substation j between the time period m – 1 to m, m < t. Let D be the set of new load demand 
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locations. Figure 3, taken from Sarada et al. (1995), illustrates connected existing feeders (solid lines) 

and potential feeders (dotted lines) between substations j and k, and the new load demand location i at 

the junction of potential feeders. 

 

 
Figure 3. Existing feeders, potential feeders and new load location  

 

For every new load demand location i ∈ D and for every time period t ∈ T, define Lit as the forecast 

load demand at new load location i for time period t. For every new load demand location i ∈ D, for 

every substation j ∈ S and for every time period t ∈ T, let yijt be a binary variable equal to 1 if and only 

if a new independent or connected feeder is to be installed from substation j toward new load location 

i in time period t, and let NLTijt be a nonnegative real variable representing the amount of load at new 

location i assigned to substation j in time period t. Thus, the load at a new load location i may be split 

up between two or more substations. For every substation j ∈ S, for every adjacent substation k ∈ Sj 

and for every time period t ∈ T, let xjkt be a binary variable equal to 1 if and only if a new connected 

feeder is to be installed from substation k toward substation j in time period t, let Pjkt be a nonnegative 

real variable representing the amount of power transferred from substation k to substation j via 

connected feeders when substation j is under emergency in time period t, let Rjkt be a nonnegative real 

variable representing the amount of load reallocated from substation k to adjacent substation j in time 

period t and let CFjkt be the cost of adding a feeder of unit length from substation k toward substation j 

in period t. For every new load demand location i ∈ D, for every substation j ∈ S, for every adjacent 

substation k ∈ Sj and for every time period t ∈ T, let NFCijkt be a binary variable equal to 1 if and only 

an increase in connecting feeder capacity occurs in time period t when both substations j and k are 

connected via new load location i. Finally, define numf as the maximum number of feeders per 

transformer in any time period (both existing and new) at a substation and PR as the penalty cost for 

reallocating a unit of load. All other operational parameters are defined as in Section 2. The 

formulation is given next.  

  

i

j k 
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  0,, ≥ijtjktjkt NLTPR  (i ∈ D, j ∈ S, k ∈ Sj, t ∈ T) (3.16) 

 

where, for every substation j ∈ S and for every time period t ∈ T, 
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 are two 

intermediary nonnegative real variables representing the total load reallocated to substation j in time 

period t and the excess feeder capacity of substation j in time period t, respectively. The total load 

reallocated to a substation in a given time period is the difference between the sum of the loads it 

receives from its adjacent substations and the loads it reallocates to them up to that time period. The 

excess feeder capacity of a substation is the difference between its total feeder capacity and its net 

load. The objective function (3.1) minimizes the total costs of new feeders. The first term corresponds 

to the total installation cost of new connected feeders. The second term is the total installation cost of 

feeders along new routes required to meet loads at new locations. The final term is the penalty cost 

assigned to load reallocations to prevent unnecessary redistribution of loads. Constraint sets (3.2)-(3.4) 

are similar to their respective counterparts (2.12), (2.13) and (2.17) of the model (2.11)-(2.18). 

Constraint set (3.5) imposes a limit on the amount of load, at each new location, that can be assigned 

to an adjacent substation in a given time period. This limit is equal to the capacity of the new feeder 

installed in this time period or earlier from the adjacent substation toward the new load location. 

Constraint set (3.6) ensures that the load demand at each new location is satisfied for each time period. 

Constraint sets (3.7) and (3.8)-(3.9), similar to their respective counterparts (2.14) and (2.15) of the 

model (2.11)-(2.18), impose upper bounds on the power transferred by each substation to an adjacent 

substation under emergency for each time period. Constraint sets (3.10)-(3.12) link new feeder 

locations and feeder capacity increase. They ensure an increase in interconnecting feeder capacity 

between each pair of adjacent substations only when new feeders are installed from both substations 

via a new load location. Constraint set (3.13) is similar to its counterpart (2.16) of the model (2.11)-

(2.18). Finally, a limit on the total number of feeders, both existing and new, at every substation for 

each time period is imposed by constraint set (3.14).  

Again, the model was applied to the Fort Myers District of Florida containing 12 substations, for a 

planning horizon of two time periods, and solved by the branch-and-bound algorithm of the MPS 

package. As mentioned by Sarada et al. (1995), the problem size may be reduced by exploiting the 

spatial nature of the problem. Theoretically, each substation can be connected to all other substations 

in the distribution network via new feeders. However, given the high cost of installing new feeders 

over long distances, it is practical to consider new feeders only to the substations in the vicinity. This 
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reduces the size of the problem considerably. The authors also emphasizes that the model can be 

extended to include decisions related to expansion of the substation capacities such as upgrading 

existing transformers or adding new transformers.  

 

3.2. Substation transformer configuration models 

The single-fault policy requires that a substation capacity be planned at the transformer level. Hence, 

when the addition of feeders does not ensure that load demand requirements are met, transformer 

configuration must be considered. For a network of substations, Leung et al. (1996) proposed a 0-1 

linear programming model to identify the optimal transformer configuration. The solution of the 

model prescribes the optimal transformer relocation as well as purchase options. The objective is to 

minimize transformer capacity requirement and transformer procurement cost which includes 

purchase cost, transport cost, disassembly cost, and installation cost, while satisfying voltage drop 

limits and equipment overloading limits under the single-fault policy.  

Let I1 and I2 be two sets of transformer destinations. The set I1 denotes substations where new 

transformers may be added or substations for which transformers may be upgraded. The set I2 denotes 

transformer storage locations. Since transformers in storage can be used in other districts, the decision 

of moving a transformer to a storage location implicitly involves relocating the transformer to another 

service area for subsequent use. For every destination substation i ∈ I1, define NCi, ECi, MTi and Mi as 

the normal capacity of substation i, the emergency load capacity of substation i, the maximum number 

of transformers that substation i can take on, considering physical or other constraints, and the 

maximum amount of power that can be received by substation i during emergency conditions, 

respectively. The limit on the total power received by a substation depends on the policy of the electric 

utility as well as the practicality of the substation. For every destination substation i ∈ I1, let Ni be the 

set of substations adjacent to substation i. For every destination substation i ∈ I1 and for every adjacent 

substation n ∈ Ni, let Pin be a nonnegative real variable representing the amount of power transferred 

from substation n to adjacent substation i via connected feeders when substation i is under emergency, 

and define FCn, LDn and AFCin as the feeder transfer capacity of substation n, the load demand at 

substation n, and the aggregate capacity of the feeders connecting substation n to substation i, 

respectively. Let J be the set of transformer sources (vendors, transformer storage locations or 

substations where transformers may be removed or downgraded). For every source of transformers j ∈ 

J, let Kj be the set of transformers in source j. For every transformer source j ∈ J and for every 

transformer k ∈ Kj, define cjk as the capacity of transformer k of source j. For every transformer 

destination i ∈ I1 ∪ I2, for every transformer source j ∈ J and for every transformer k ∈ Kj, let xijk be a 
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binary variable equal to 1 if and only if transformer k of source j is allocated to destination i, and 

define pcijk as the procurement cost of moving transformer k from source j to destination i. Depending 

on the corresponding source and destination of a transformer, the procurement cost may include 

purchase cost, transportation cost, disassembly cost, installation cost, savings of subsequently utilizing 

in another district a transformer moved to a storage location, cost of using a storage unit, etc. The 

formulation for the configuration of substation transformers under the single-fault policy can be stated 

as follows: 

 Minimize ∑∑∑ ∑ ∑∑
∈

≠
∈ ∈ ∪∈ ∈ ∈

+
1 21Ii

ij
Jj Kk IIi Jj Kk

ijkijkijkjk
j j

xpcxcδ  (3.17) 

subject to 
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ijkjki
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iNn
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≤
1

1
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 ∑∑
∈ ∈
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i
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j

  (i ∈ I1)   (3.26) 

 { }1,0∈ijkx  (i ∈ I1 ∪ I2, j ∈ J, k ∈ Kj)   (3.27) 

 0≥inP  (i ∈ I1, n ∈ Ni)   (3.28) 

 

where δ is the opportunity cost per unit capacity. The objective function (3.17) minimizes the sum of 

opportunity cost and procurement cost. Constraints (3.18) define the normal capacity of every 

substation. Constraints (3.19)-(3.22) are very similar to their respective counterparts (2.4), (2.5), (2.2) 

and (2.6) of the model (2.1)-(2.9). Note that for situations where a substation’s load can not be 
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redistributed among its transformers during emergency, constraints (3.19) and (3.20) must be replaced 

by the following constraints.  

 

  
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

−≤
in

in
ininin

FL
FLAFCP

α
,min  (i ∈ I1, n ∈ Ni) (3.29) 

 

Constraints (3.21) and (3.22) assure that load demand requirements are satisfied when a fault occurs to 

either the largest transformer of each destination substation or the largest transformer of each 

substation adjacent to a destination substation, respectively. The parameter αin is a discounting factor 

to take into account voltage drop in feeders connecting substation n to substation i. Constraints (3.23) 

state that the emergency capacity of each destination substation must be computed from the worst 

scenario, i.e., fault of the substation’s largest transformer. The parameter β is the emergency rate of 

the remaining substation’s in-service transformers operating under emergency conditions. The 

maximum amount of power that each destination substation can receive during emergency conditions 

is respected via constraint set (3.24). Constraints (3.25) require each transformer to be assigned to at 

most one destination. Finally, constraints (3.26) impose a limit on the number of transformers within 

each destination substation.  

Computational tests using MPS mathematical programming package were performed on data from the 

substation network of the Fort Myers District of Florida containing 12 substations connected via 

feeders and between one and three transformers for each substation. The model was also used to 

analyze a variety of scenarios for extensions to the basic model, including maximization of single-fault 

capacity and allocation of transformers over a multi-period horizon.   

 

3.3. Compound feeder, transformer and substation configuration models 

As highlighted by Khator and Leung (1995), the installation of new feeders is closely linked to the 

addition or upgrading of transformers. However, these interdependent problems are most often solved 

separately. Typically, when a substation’s forecast load demand exceeds its single-fault capacity and 

reallocation of load is not possible due to insufficient distribution capacity, the cheapest alternative is 

to first install new feeders. When the substation’s load can not still be met, its capacity may then be 

increased by either replacing the existing units with transformers of higher capacity or adding 

transformers to the substation. Should that fail to overcome the capacity shortage, the last and most 

expansive alternative is to build a new substation. Obviously, this sequential approach may lead to 

suboptimal decisions.  
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Nara et al. (1994) proposed a linear mixed integer programming formulation for the combined feeder, 

transformer and substation configuration problem in which faults are taken into consideration. The 

formulation, which is based on a previous multi-period expansion planning model developed by Nara 

et al. (1991), incorporates the radiality constraint, load demand requirements, line voltage relations, 

voltage drop limits and loading limits. The objective is to minimize installation costs. Figure 4, 

adapted from Nara et al. (1994), provides an example of a distribution network described through a 

graph with one source node (transmission substation), three substation nodes, six transformer nodes 

and 11 load demand nodes. The links between nodes represent the electrical connection of nodes. For 

example, a link between two load points represents an existing or potential feeder. New installation 

facility candidates include substations, transformers and feeders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Example of a distribution network. 

 

Let I and J be the sets of nodes and links, respectively. For each link j ∈ J, let wj be a binary variable 

equal to 1 if and only if link j is installed, and let also cj be the installation cost of link j (cj = 0 for 

existing links). It should be noticed that the cost of a link between a source node and a substation node 

corresponds to the cost of building the substation. Also, the cost of installing a feeder between a 

substation node and a transformer node corresponds to the cost of installing the transformer. Finally, 

the cost of a link between a transformer node and a load point corresponds to the fixed cost of 

installing a feeder section between the two nodes, whereas the cost of a link between two load points 

corresponds to the variable feeder cost. For each link j ∈ J, define LCj and Rj as the loading capacity 

S1

S3

S2 

potential feeder 
existing feeder 
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and impedance of link j. Impedance is one important feeder characteristic. Impedances are series 

resistances and reactances that determine ohmic losses and voltage drops. Resistance is influenced by 

feeder material, conductor temperature and current waveform frequency. Reactance is primarily 

determined by construction geometry, with compact designs having a smaller reactance than designs 

with large phase conductor separation. Let T be the set of predetermined fault cases. For each link j ∈ 

J and for each fault t ∈ T, let yjt be a binary variable equal to 1 if and only if link j is used in fault case 

t, and let also xjt
+ and xjt

− be the forward and inverse direction power flows in link j in fault case t, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 5. For each node i ∈ I and for each fault case t ∈ T, let vit be a 

nonnegative real variable representing the voltage at node i in fault case t. For each load demand node 

i ∈ I and for each fault case t ∈ T, define dit as the load demand at node i in fault case t (dit = 0 if load 

point i is an element of the faulted section in fault case t). Let ID ⊂ I be the set of load demand nodes. 

For each load demand node i ∈ ID, let Ji be the set of links incident to load point i. For each load 

demand node i ∈ ID, for each link j ∈ Ji and for each fault case t ∈ T, define the binary constant aijt 

equal to 1 if and only if load point i can be supplied via incident link j in fault case t (aijt = 0 if link j is 

an element of the faulted section in fault case t). Finally, define n as the number of nodes, including 

the source node and v as the allowable voltage drop.  

      

 

 

 

Figure 5. Feeder between two nodes. 

 

The formulation is given next. 

 Minimize ∑
∈Jj

jj wc   (3.30) 

subject to 

 
jjt wy ≤  (j ∈ J, t ∈ T) (3.31) 
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jjt LCx ≤+  (j ∈ J, t ∈ T) (3.37) 

 
jjt LCx ≤−  (j ∈ J, t ∈ T) (3.38) 

 
vvit ≥  (i ∈ I, t ∈ T) (3.39) 

 

{ }1,0∈jw  (j ∈ J) (3.40) 

 
{ }1,0∈jty  (j ∈ J, t ∈ T) (3.41) 

 

0,,, ≥−+−+
jtjtjtjt ssxx  (j ∈ J, t ∈ T) (3.42) 

 

0≥itv  (i ∈ I, t ∈ T) (3.43) 

 

The objective function (3.30) minimizes the sum of the installation costs for all the predetermined 

fault cases. Constraint set (3.31) guarantee that each link can be used as a part of a post-fault 

configuration of the distribution feeder in each fault case only if this link is installed. Constraint set 

(3.32) assures that a radial configuration, i.e. a spanning tree, is defined for each fault case. The 

linking constraint sets (3.33) and (3.34) ensure that the forward or inverse power flow of a given link 

in a given fault case is positive if the link is used in this fault case. M is a sufficiently large positive 

number. Constraint set (3.35) requires that the load demand is satisfied for each load point in each 

fault case. For each link j ∈ J and for each fault t ∈ T, the difference (xjt
+ − xjt

−) denotes the power 

flow in link j in fault case t. For every link where an existing or potential feeder exists as shown in 

Figure 5, constraint set (3.36) must be satisfied. If a link is used, then this set assures that the line 

voltage drop relation holds. Otherwise, the voltage difference between two nodes can be absorbed by 

either sjt
+ or sjt

− according to the sign of the voltage difference. The variables sjt
+ and sjt

− are two 

nonnegative real slack variables. Constraint sets (3.37)-(3.38) assure that the power flow limits 

imposed by current capacities are respected in each fault case. Constraint set (3.39) imposes a lower 

voltage bound on the voltage at every node for each fault case.  

This model is solved with a three-phase composite heuristic. Given a set of installed facilities, the first 

phase constructs, for each fault case, an initial tree configuration which satisfies all the constraints 

except current capacity limits and voltage drop constraints. Then, in the second phase, the initial set of 

tree configurations is made feasible by applying five procedures successively. In the first procedure, a 
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sequence of link exchanges is performed for each fault case. A link exchange first constructs a cycle 

by adding one link in an initial tree configuration, and then removes another link along the cycle to 

form a new tree configuration. A candidate link, to add or to delete for the exchange, is chosen so as to 

minimize both installation cost and constraint violations. However, when capacity limits are respected, 

the candidate link is chosen so as to both minimize installation cost and maximize voltage. It should 

be noted that maximizing voltage implicitly means to reduce operating cost (losses) as much as 

possible. The search ends when no candidate link can improve the tree configurations. The second 

procedure still attempts to eliminate constraint violations by applying link exchanges for each fault 

case. However, tree configurations violating current capacity limits and voltage drop constraints are 

allowed during the search process. The third, fourth and fifth procedures try to eliminate constraint 

violations by adding one, two or even all candidate facilities to the existing system, respectively. To 

do this, link exchanges are independently carried out for the fault cases for each procedure. When a 

procedure terminates, if no constraint violations exist, the last phase attempts to reduce the installation 

cost by removing unnecessary installed facilities or by replacing costly facilities with cheaper ones, 

provided that these link exchange operations do not cause any constraint violations. The five 

improvement procedures and the last phase are applied to several initial sets of tree configurations and 

the best system configuration plan is selected.  

The authors also proposed a simplified version of the heuristic where a feasible tree configuration is 

determined for each fault case independently. Results on two problems involving 59 nodes, 69 links 

and 6 fault cases indicated that the three-phase composite heuristic allows installation cost savings of 

up to 73.39% over the tree configurations produced by the simplified method with computing times 

less than 8 minutes. 

 

3.4. Compound substation capacity, load reallocation and system configuration models 

Largely due to the nature of the single-fault policy, there are strong interactions between the 

determination of substation load capacity, the permanent reallocation of excess load, the installation of 

new feeders, and the addition of substation transformers. In an effort to integrate these closely 

interrelated decisions into a single decision scheme, Khator and Leung (1995) proposed a heuristic 

approach for the combined problem of substation single-fault capacity planning, load reallocation, 

feeder configuration and transformer configuration over a multi-year planning horizon. The approach, 

which is based on the three models proposed by Leung et al. (1995), Sarada et al. (1995) and Leung et 

al. (1996), also integrates a substation transformer configuration model with no fault consideration 

developed by Leung and Khator (1995). Figure 6, taken from Khator and Leung (1995), depicts the 
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heuristic algorithm for the combined substation capacity planning, load reallocation and system 

configuration problem. The decision scheme was applied to the Fort Myers District of Florida for a 

planning horizon of ten years.  

 

 
Figure 6. Heuristic for the combined substation capacity planning, load reallocation, and system 

configuration problem 
 

4. District design models   

The design of districts consists in partitioning a geographical area into a mutually exhaustive and 

exclusive collection of small districts according to several criteria such as contiguity, size and 

workload. A district is contiguous if every pair of its basic units is connected. Basic units are the units 

of analysis used to partition the service area into districts and are defined as small geographic entities. 
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Districts are balanced in workload if they are approximately the same size and are assigned equivalent 

resources. Typically, district design problems involve strategic planning decisions that are established 

for a period of at least five years (Zografos et al., 1992). Thus, district design plans may have long-

term consequences on the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the emergency repair operations to be 

performed within the districts.  

The design of emergency repair districts is similar to the electrical power districting problem studied 

by Bergey et al. (2003) in the context of deregulated marketplaces with competitive business units 

responsible for transmission and distribution functions. The design of emergency repair districts also 

shares several characteristics with districting problems for arc routing applications such as the arc 

partitioning problem studied by Bodin and Levy (1991) in the context of postal delivery, the design of 

service regions among one or more vehicle depots when each vehicle can visit several clients in a tour 

(Wong and Beasley, 1984; Novaes and Graciolli, 1999; Golden and Wasil, 1987) and the design of 

sectors for refuse collection (Male and Liebman, 1978; Silva Gomes, 1983; Hanafi et al., 1999).  

Zografos et al. (1992) proposed a solution method to design contiguous and balanced districts for 

emergency distribution operations. The objective is to minimize the service restoration time following 

a power interruption, while providing uniform level of service to customers. The number of districts to 

be designed equals the number of emergency repair vehicles that should be available per shift. The 

emergency repair vehicles are mobile servers that can be located anywhere in a designated district at 

the time of dispatch. Furthermore, the district design process is performed in the plane. The authors 

proposed a three-phase heuristic that builds all districts simultaneously by assigning basic units 

represented by small geographic entities to the repair vehicles. Let J be the set of repair vehicles. In 

the first phase, the heuristic starts by selecting ⏐J⏐ basic units to serve as seed districts for the ⏐J⏐ 

repair vehicles. The authors did not, however, propose a criterion to select the seed districts. In the 

second phase, basic units are first allocated to the vehicles through the solution of a linear program. 

Let I be the set of basic units to agglomerate into districts. For every basic unit i ∈ I, let Pi and Ai 

represent the workload of basic unit i and the area of basic unit i, respectively. The workload of a basic 

unit is calculated as the product of the number of customers’ calls originating from this basic entity to 

report service unavailability and the average repair time of each call. For every basic unit i ∈ I and for 

every vehicle j ∈ J, let xij be a nonnegative variable representing the amount of workload of basic unit 

i assigned to vehicle j, and let tij be the travel time from the centroid of basic unit i to the centroid of 

the seed district associated with vehicle j. Finally, define P  and Ā as the average district workload and 

the average district area, respectively. Then the problem of assigning basic units to the vehicles can be 

formulated as follows. 
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  Minimize ∑∑
∈ ∈Ii Jj

ijij xt  (4.1) 

subject to 

  i
Jj

ij Px =∑
∈

 (i ∈ I) (4.2) 

  ( ) ( )PxP
Ii

ij 11 11 αα +≤≤− ∑
∈

 (j ∈ J) (4.3) 

  ( ) ( )A
P
x

AA
Ii i

ij
i 22 11 αα +≤≤− ∑

∈

 (j ∈ J) (4.4) 

  0≥ijx  (i ∈ I, j ∈ J) (4.5) 

 

The objective function (4.1) minimizes the total demand-weighted travel time. Constraints (4.2) 

require that the total workload demand generated at each basic unit is satisfied. Note that these 

constraints allow each basic unit to be split into more than one part, each part being assigned to a 

different district. Constraints (4.3) ensure that the total workload assigned to each district is within a 

given threshold value from the average workload of the entire geographical area. Similarly, constraints 

(4.4) assure that the size of each district is within a given threshold value from the average. The third 

phase then finds the centroid that minimizes the weighted travel cost within each district resulting 

from the second phase. Model (4.1)-(4.5) allows non-contiguous districts. If there is an enclave 

(portion of a district which is entirely surrounded by the territory of a neighboring district), the second 

and the third phases are repeated by solving model (4.2)-(4.5) with the following objective function 

until each district is composed of a contiguous set of basic units. 

 

  Minimize ∑∑
∈ ∈Ii Jj

ijijij xtM  (4.6) 

 

Mij is a very large positive number if basic unit i belongs to an enclave and district j is not the 

neighbouring area of the enclave, and 0 otherwise. When all districts are contiguous, the heuristic 

terminates if the summation of the difference of the centroid coordinates and the positions of all the 

centroids between two successive iterations do not differ more than predetermined small values. 

Otherwise, the algorithm returns to the second phase.    

The heuristic was tested on a real geographic area of approximately 65 mi2. Basic units having an area 

of 1 mi2 were used as the unit of analysis. The quality of the configuration of the districts was 
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evaluated on the basis of the performance of the emergency repair operations simulated within each 

district produced by the heuristic. The heuristic uses the IMSL library for the solution of the linear 

program. Details on the simulation model are given in the paper by Zografos et al. (1993). Tests 

performed showed a 2.5 min reduction in total service restoration time over the existing district 

configuration. The simulation procedure was also useful in analyzing a variety of scenarios concerning 

the number of required repair vehicles and the dispatching policy. In particular, under heavy workload 

(for ⏐J⏐ = 1), the nearest-neighbor dispatching rule, where a repair crew investigates trouble calls of 

the same priority traveling always to the call that is closest to its current position, yields better 

performance in terms of service restoration time than the first-come, first-served policy, where trouble 

calls of the same priority are investigated in chronological order of arrival. The heuristic and the 

simulation model were embedded in a decision support system to assist planners of a large electric 

utility in the southeast United States in establishing districts and assigning service calls to repair crews 

for emergency distribution operations (Zografos et al., 1998).  

 

5. Resource and material depot location models 

A number of different resources are needed for emergency distribution operations, including repair 

crews, vehicles, poles and transformers. To facilitate the restoration process, these resources are 

delivered from several depots to a number of geographically scattered locations or customers. The 

resource depot location problem consists of locating resource depots and assigning a set of resources 

to the depots at minimum cost while satisfying resource depot capacities and customer demands. 

Decisions related to the location of resource depots may be viewed as strategic. For example, 

Lauronen and Partanen (1997) described a material management system to help a group of Finnish 

electricity distribution utilities in locating material stores that will remain active over a long period of 

time (between three and twenty years), based on cost-effectiveness study. However, resource depot 

location decisions belong to the performance monitoring and evaluation planning level when 

periodical adjustments must be made to account for demand variability. 

Wang et al. (2004) proposed a non-linear mixed integer programming model for the strategic resource 

depot location problem. Let I be the set of depots and J be the set of customer locations. For every pair 

of customer locations j, k ∈ J, j ≠ k, let djk represent the distance between the depot located at customer 

location j and customer k. For every depot i ∈ I and for every customer location j ∈ J, let yij be a 

binary variable equal to 1 if and only if depot i is located at customer location j. Let R be the of 

resource types. For every depot i ∈ I, for every customer location j ∈ J and for every resource type r ∈ 

R, let xrij be a nonnegative variable representing the quantity of resources r transported from depot i to 
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customer location j, and define Cr, Air and Djr as the unit transportation cost of resource r, the capacity 

of depot i for resource r and the demand of customer j for resource r, respectively. The formulation is 

given next.  

 

  Minimize ∑ ∑∑ ∑
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈Rr Ii Jj Jk

rikjkijr xdyC  (5.1) 
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ijy  (j ∈ J) (5.5) 

  0≥rijx  (i ∈ I, j ∈ J, r ∈ R) (5.6) 

  { }1,0∈ijy  (i ∈ I, j ∈ J) (5.7)

  

The objective function (5.1) seeks to minimize the total cost of transportation. It is assumed that the 

cost of satisfying the demand within the location of a customer where the depot is located is zero. 

Constraints (5.2) guarantee that the amount of resource shipped from an individual depot does not 

exceed its capacity. Constraints (5.3) require that the demand of each customer is satisfied. Constraints 

(5.4) guarantee that each depot must be located in exactly one customer location, and constraints (5.5) 

guarantee that each customer location can only contain one depot. When the location variables yij are 

known, then the resource depot location problem reduces to a resource assignment problem. This 

problem arises when, after a fault situation, the demand is changed but can still be satisfied by the 

existing depots. Model (5.1)-(5.7) is converted into an equivalent integer linear programming problem 

by introducing a four dimensional variable rikijrijk xyP =  representing the amount of resource r 

transported from depot i located at customer location j to customer location k and by adding the 

following constraints to the resulting model: 

 

  ( ) rikijrijk xyMP ≥−+ 1  (i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ J, r ∈ R) (5.8) 
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where M is a large positive number. Although the optimal solution for a relatively large size integer 

linear programming problem can be obtained, the size remains small with respect to a realistic 

problem. As the customer location number, depot number, and resource types number increase, the 

time to optimally solve the integer linear problem increases drastically. The authors thus developed a 

two-phase heuristic for the depot location. In the first phase, an assignment cost table, that shows 

every possible assignment of a depot to a customer location and its associated cost based on the depot 

capacity, is used to assign the depots to customer locations. The customer location corresponding to 

the smallest value in row i is chosen as a reasonably good candidate location for depot i. However, to 

avoid violations of constraints (5.4) and (5.8), after each depot obtains its candidate location, 

overlapping candidates must be verified and be avoided. In the second phase, a shipment cost table, 

that shows every possible shipment of a depot and its associated cost based on the customer demand, 

is used to determine the amount of different resources shipped from the appropriate depots. The depot 

corresponding to the smallest value in column j is chosen as the priority depot to serve customer j. 

However, if the capacity of the depot located at customer location j is less than the demand of 

customer j, than the depot with the second smallest value is chosen and the depot located at customer 

location j serves the remainder, and so on, until the demand of customer j is satisfied. 

Computational experiments were performed on instances with up to 25 depots, 200 customer locations 

and 30 resource types. For small instances with 2 ≤ ⎢I ⎢≤ 3, 5 ≤ ⎢J ⎢≤ 16 and ⎢R ⎢ = 3, the two-phase 

heuristic produced optimal solutions in most cases almost instantly (the relative difference ratio is 

within 5%), while using LINDO software to optimally solve the linear mixed integer programming 

model required a few minutes. Larger instances could be solved heuristically within 27.7 seconds.  

Utilities usually have sufficient resources and equipment to quickly restore electricity in small 

emergency areas. However, after a disaster, if the demand can not be satisfied by the existing depots, 

extra resources from other areas must be brought in to supplement the existing resources. The 

resulting real-time problem of adding new depots to an emergency area where resource depots already 

exist belongs to the contingency planning level. In the same paper, Wang et al. (2004) described an 

optimization tool to assist utility distribution planners in analyzing the location of additional resource 

depots to account for existing resource shortage. The problem is to determine how many new depots to 

be allocated and where to locate them. The objective is to minimize the total costs that include 

shipping cost, fixed cost, and the cost of building new depots. Let I denote the set of existing and new 

depots. The new resource depot location problem can be obtained by fixing the location variables yij 

for the existing depots in the original formulation (5.1)-(5.7). The number of additional depots is 

determined by trial and comparison of the total costs of the cases before and after adding new depots. 
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When the demand is less than the capacity of existing depots, the authors used the following rule to 

determine whether or not it is necessary to locate new depots: if the total cost of the resource 

assignment problem is less than the total cost of adding one depot, then no new depot is necessary.  

 

6. Conclusions 

This paper is the first of a two-part survey of optimization models and solution algorithms for 

emergency response problems related to electric distribution operations. (The second part of the 

survey discusses contingency planning problems of emergency distribution response.) This paper 

addresses distribution substation single-fault capacity, load reallocation, system configuration, district 

design, and resource and material depot location models with fault considerations. Table 1 summarizes 

the characteristics of the reliability planning models related to emergency distribution operations.   

Articles 
 

Problem type Problem characteristics Objective 
function 

Model 
structure 

Solution 
method 

Leung et al. 
(1995) 

Substation 
single-fault 
capacity 

Single-fault policy, load demand 
requirements, power transfer 
limits, equipment overloading and 
voltage dropping  

Max substation 
load and total 
demand supplied 

Linear P MPS 
mathematical 
programming 

Leung et al. 
(1995) 

Substation 
load 
reallocation 

Single-fault policy, load demand 
requirements, power transfer 
limits, load reallocation limits and 
voltage rating limits  

Min total load 
reallocated 

Linear P MPS 
mathematical 
programming 

Sarada et 
al. (1995) 

Feeder 
configuration 

Single-fault policy, load demand 
requirements, voltage rating limits 
and equipment loading limits  

Min feeder costs 
and load transfer 
costs 

Linear MIP Branch-and-
bound 

Leung et al. 
(1996) 

Substation 
transformer 
configuration 

Single-fault policy, voltage drop 
limits and equipment overloading 
limits  

Min transformer 
capacity 
requirement and 
transformer 
procurement cost 

Linear 0-1 
IP 

MPS 
mathematical 
programming 

Nara et al. 
(1994) 

Compound 
feeder, 
transformer 
and substation 
configuration 

Radiality, load demand 
requirements, line voltage 
relations, voltage drop limits and 
loading limits 

Min installation 
costs 

Linear MIP Composite 
heuristic 

Khator and 
Leung 
(1995) 

Compound 
substation 
capacity, load 
reallocation 
and system 
configuration 

Single-fault policy, load demand 
requirements, power transfer 
limits, equipment overloading 
limits, load reallocation limits and 
voltage drop limits  

Min cost 
expansion 
planning 

− Heuristic 

Zografos et 
al. (1992) 

District 
design 

Contiguity, balanced districts, 
maximum district size, basic units 
and fixed number of districts 

Min total demand-
weighted travel 
time 

Linear P Heuristic 

Wang et al. 
(2004) 

Resource 
depot location 

Different depots, multiple 
resources, depot capacities and 
customer demands 

Min transport costs 
 

Nonlinear 
MIP 

Heuristic 

Table 1. Characteristics of reliability planning models with fault considerations 
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Most reliability planning models that have been proposed typically consider the single-fault policy for 

systems operated with a radial topology. In fact, these models were specifically built to withstand any 

single fault without interrupting a single customer. However, if two or more faults occur at the same 

time, these models will appear to have poor reliability. Also, although radial systems are applicable to 

most primary distribution systems in the US, many distribution substation and secondary distribution 

systems may not operate according to a radial structure (Brown, 2002). Further, many primary 

distribution systems in Europe are operated in closed loop or more complicated network topologies. 

As such, reliability planning of these systems requires optimization models and solution methods that 

are not based on the radiality constraint. Future research directions in distribution reliability with fault 

considerations should thus be oriented towards the development of new mathematical formulations 

that integrate the simultaneous failure of multiple components in radial, loop or network systems. 

Implications of a loop or network system can be greater due to the possibility of two or more electrical 

paths from the substation to the consumer, resulting in faults not necessarily causing customer 

interruptions, and the possible installation of multiple substations and/or feeders when configuring the 

system.  

The resource and material depot location model is closely linked to the routing of repair vehicles. 

However, the location of resource and material depots is most commonly treated as a separate 

problem. Very frequently, resource and material depots are located by assuming that each repair 

vehicle is dispatched to one customer from a fixed depot. After repairing the fault at a single customer 

location, the repair vehicle returns to a depot, and so on, until all faults are repaired. Wang et al. 

(2004) used this approach for locating resource and material depots for emergency distribution 

operations. Since the time of returning to a depot after repairing a fault can be significant, this 

approach obviously leads to suboptimal decisions. As mentioned by Wang et al. (2004), a better 

approach could consist of simultaneously locating resource and material depots and establishing repair 

vehicle routes by assuming that a vehicle returns to the depot after repairing multiple faults instead of 

returning to the depot after repairing a single fault.  

As  mentioned in section 3.3, when a substation’s forecast load demand can not be satisfied under the 

single-fault policy, specific reliability planning decisions can be established to overcome the capacity 

shortage. These decisions include, in incremental expenditure, reallocation of excess load, installation 

of new feeders, addition or upgrading of transformers, and construction of new substations. These 

decisions are interrelated and hence require an integrative approach. However, they are most often 

treated separately. Therefore, another direction worth pursuing involves the further development of 

models that address the integration of substation capacity planning with other decisions related to 
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system configuration with fault considerations. The compound substation capacity planning, load 

reallocation, and feeder, transformer and substation configuration models proposed by Nara et al. 

(1994) and Khator and Leung (1995) are good examples of integrated models.  
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